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In 1992 this congregation adopted a mission statement.  We were a very different congregation 

then.  So earlier this year we adopted a new mission and vision statement to better reflect who 

we are and wish to become.  It is meaningless words, unless we can collectively live into it. 

 

Called by love, sustained by community, committed to justice.  What does this mean?  Called 

by love means expressing ourselves with love, compassionately, being kind to one another, 

which is a very counter cultural thing in entitled white American culture.  Many of us grew up 

with the idea that it is okay to say horrible things about other people, especially if they don’t 

know we said them, hence use of anonymity.  We expect we will not be held accountable for the 

pain and suffering we cause others by doing so.  My mother used to say: “Sticks and stones can 

break my bones, but words can never hurt me.”  My father used to say: “Only a sissy would cry 

over things others have said about them.”  Yet my parents were born over 90 years ago, and lived 

in a far crueler time in American culture.  Those of us who have had nonviolent communication 

training know that angry words can be far more painful than mere brute force.  Those of us who 

participated in last spring’s Beloved Conversations know that even micro-aggressions, any one 

of which is difficult to object to without appearing overly sensitive, can cumulatively undermine 

our sense of self-worth and social competency.  To be called by love is to be called to be kind 

and compassionate in all of our dealings with each other.  No anonymity shield.  No exceptions. 

 

Sustained by community requires really being in community, putting the needs of the community 

ahead of our own individual needs, and avoiding a consumer mentality of selfishly focusing on 

just what you, or your family, wants apart from the needs of the whole community.  Also very 

counter cultural in individualistic materialistic American culture.  But we cannot experience the 

joys of being in community, the sense of trust and belonging, without first surrendering ourselves 

to community.  Only in community can we honestly say, and truly mean, thank you for helping 

us do together what we cannot do alone.  Being committed to justice means working to transform 

the world into the more beautiful world we know is possible.  Anyone can worry about climate 

change, the corrupt American political system, and the systemic classism and racist violence we 

see before us on a daily basis.  But only a community committed to justice works every day to 

make the world better.  Only an increasingly racially diverse community would do the work to 

transform ourselves so that we can stand in solidarity with black activists in proclaiming BLACK 

LIVES MATTER.  To be called by love, sustained by community, and committed to justice is a 

big hairy audacious vision statement about what this community truly values. 

 

We strive to be a welcoming, diverse and loving congregation that nurtures spiritual 

growth for individuals and families, celebrates multicultural community, and works 

together to demand social justice, dismantle racism, and care for our living earth.  This is 
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an equally audacious mission statement of how we live into that big vision.  To welcome 

everyone, people like ourselves, and even more so those different from ourselves, is called 

radical hospitality.  Radical hospitality requires we put the needs of these others, particularly 

those not yet in our community on an equal footing with the needs and desires of those of us 

already here.  We strive to be welcoming, even to those others who have radically different 

cultural expectations than ours.  I don’t know Spanish, my accent is awful, and my Haitian is 

non-existent, yet I revel in singing our children to their RE classes every week in English, 

Spanish, and Haitian.  And I was particularly touched when at my 60
th

 birthday celebration folks 

sang happy birthday to me in English, Spanish and Haitian.  We strive together to radically 

welcome everyone who wishes to travel with us, to perhaps join us, to make a better world! 

 

This is an increasingly multicultural faith community.  Some of us are former Protestants, some 

are former Roman Catholics, some of us are secular humanists, Jews or pagans, Hindus or 

Buddhists, or from the growing communities of the unchurched.  Everything we do is grounded 

in being a loving congregation that nurtures spiritual growth for our individuals and families.  

We are not just a club or service society, but we are a spiritual community.  It is not enough that 

we provide comfort in times of need, a respite from a too busy world, but rather we must, as our 

UU principle states, provide “acceptance of one another and encouragement to spiritual growth 

in our congregation.”  If we are not growing spiritually we will not ultimately be a healthy 

community of faith.  To celebrate our multicultural community we must be willing to break 

down the boundaries of our monochromatic past to sincerely welcome in diverse and sometimes 

conflicting cultures here.  But doing that alone is not enough, unless we can also work together 

to demand social justice, dismantle racism, and care for our living earth.  Amen! 

 

The rest of this sermon will focus on how we live into these audacious vision and mission 

statements through our commitment to justice.  We can begin with the marginalized and 

oppressed within walking distance of this church.  A good example is the work of the Unitarian 

Universalist Urban Ministry with their Roxbury Youth after school programs providing 

academic support and enrichment activities for grades 8 to 12, helping keep them out of gangs; 

weekend and summer programs for elementary school students; and tutoring for non-native-

English speakers.  Renewal House is their domestic violence shelter for those fleeing violence 

and abuse, including ones from the LGBTQ community.  Bethany House provides a safe 

affordable community for women transitioning from homelessness.  And the UUUM Jericho 

Road project encourages those of us with talents, experience, and resources to bring our gifts to 

helping Roxbury social service agencies better meet the needs of their missions.  Thus 

strengthening the Roxbury community. 

 

Perhaps most exciting is the new UUUM partnership with Alternatives for Community and 

Environment (ACE) which brings to light some of the oppression and needs of our neighbors.  In 

Dudley Square, not 3 miles from here, the air quality is toxic, the ground needs remediation, and 

combined health hazards result in much higher rates of children’s asthma hospitalizations and 

adult chronic inflammation which lead to a host of medical problems, and a significant 

shortening of lifespan for lifelong residents.  Our special collection today goes to help their 
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work, but if you can, please also sign up today to join us on a toxic tour with ACE and UUUM at 

10 am next Saturday morning so that we can see this environmental racism and classism with our 

own eyes, and learn what we can do to help.  To deprive people of health, wealth, and wellbeing, 

in a country that has so much is a crime against our common humanity. 

 

With a divisive national debate over immigration reform, especially for children and their 

families, our Diversity Caucus and Immigration Justice Committee call upon us to educate 

ourselves and take a moral stand.  In Centro Presente and the Chelsea Collaborative we enjoy 

strong partners who help guide us to where our presence, our voices, and our resources can best 

help to address these issues, which are also based in racism and classism.  I encourage you to 

come next Friday night to our screening of Harvest of Empire: The Untold Story of Latinos in 

America.  Patricia Montes, Executive Director of Centro Presente, will join us to lead a 

discussion following the film of what more we can do. 

 

But wait, there’s more! The Unitarian Universalist Mass Action coalition leads statewide UU 

partners in addressing prison reform.  We have formed an alliance for JOBS NOT JAILS with 

EPOCA (ex-prisoners and prisoners organizing for community alternatives) which looks like it 

may lead to landmark legislative reform in Massachusetts this year.  Many of us are giving time 

and voices to helping our state legislators understand why radical prison reform is necessary.  

Racist justice must end now. 

 

Through the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee and the UUA College of Social Justice, 

we have partners helping us on a national and international level on issues of economic justice, 

human rights, and environmental justice.  The UUCSJ provides congregational study guides for 

helping us better understand the dynamics of race, class, power and privilege both in our own 

lives and in the lives of the marginalized and oppressed.  They provide seven different 

opportunities for experiential journeys: 

 

1) to study human rights in their immigration justice program along the US/Mexican border; 

2) to make a Mississippi Civil Rights Journey to study today’s struggle against voter 

suppression; 

3) to visit Haiti to study the impact of climate change and environmental damage on some 

of the world’s poorest people; 

4) or an 11 day pilgrimage to visit the UU Holdeen India program to assist women and 

marginalized communities. 

5) or work on reconstruction and recovery of the most vulnerable NYC neighborhoods 

devastated by Hurricane Sandy; 

6) or an 8 day intensive journey with Lummi indigenous people in Northwest Washington 

State; or 

7) studying justice in the food chain in Chicago by examining the nexus of eating and 

worker justice. 
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Some of these journeys are offered as youth or young adult journeys, or can be centered on 

particular congregations, so we all can journey for justice.  Through UU partners we can engage 

with injustice around the world. 

 

Our mission statement calls us to be bold.  To proclaim that we are called by love, and willing to 

answer that call, sustained by community, and willing to surrender to community, and committed 

to justice, and willing to work with partners to make justice real in the world. We strive to be a 

welcoming, diverse, and loving congregation, even when that requires that we must change our 

ways in order to find common ground with those who seek us out, and to nurture spiritual growth 

for individuals and families, even if we don’t feel like growing spiritually ourselves.  Sometimes 

we are ready to grow, sometimes we’re not, but in a rapidly changing world we must grow 

whether we feel like it or not. 

 

Immediately following worship, we will have a brief congregational vote, and then our Diversity 

Caucus and Social Action will lead us in an interactive exercise to explore how we live into our 

Mission and Vision together.  We celebrate multicultural community, work together to demand 

social justice, dismantle racism, and care for our living earth, because that is just who we are, or 

who we wish to become.  This is truly a case of being thankful for those who can help us do that 

which we could never do alone.  Add to that the individual initiatives that so many of us engage 

in, on a weekly or daily basis, which help create the better world we know is possible, and we 

have the makings of beloved community.  Blessings on our journey.  I love you all dearly.  

Blessed Be. 


